
 

ASTRONOMY CHOICE BOARD 
Choose 7 of the following options to complete for this choice board. You will 

upload your work to one of the seven assignments that have been established in 
the Module. This choice board needs to be completed by March 31st, 2020. 

 

Create A Test  
 Create your own test for 
our Solar System Unit! Be 
creative! Your test must 
have at least 25 
questions! Be sure to 
include an answer key! 
 
Low Technology 

Journal Entries 
 Research the moon 
phases for the last two 
weeks. Create a journal 
entry for each day 
describing what you see in 
the night sky. Be sure to 
name each phase! 
Low Technology 

Game Maker  
Create a board game 
about the Solar System. 
Your board game must 
ask questions about what 
we have learned. Create 
at least 20 questions to 
choose from. Be Creative! 
Low Technology 

Quizizz 
 
Assess your knowledge of 
the Solar System by 
playing this quizizz.  
 
Be sure to use your 
correct name to receive 
credit! 
 
quizizz.com/join?gc=7756
20 
 
High Technology 

Write An Essay 
  
Write a fictional essay 
about a space exploration 
trip you have taken. Be 
sure to be descriptive 
about what you might see 
on your journey! Get 
creative! 
 
Low Technology 

 
Phases of the Moons 

Worksheet  
 
Located on canvas/ Hard 
copies printed for pick up 
 
 
 
 
No Technology 

Review Guide 
 

Complete the following 
review guide to asses 
your knowledge!  
 
 
 
 
 
No Technology 

Comic Book 
 
Draw a comic book about 
a student who is left on 
Mars after a field trip. Be 
sure to include at least 5 
important facts about 
Mars. 
 
 
Low Technology 

Venn Diagram  
  
Create a Venn Diagram 
that compares and 
contrasts the following: 
Asteroids and Meteors 
(Meteorite, Meteoroids). 
 
No Technology 

Create A Song/Rap: 
 
There is a New TV show 
about Saturn, and you are 
in charge of writing a 
theme song. Make sure to 
include at least 5 
important facts about 
Saturn. 
 
Low Technology 

Trip to the Moon 
 
Pretend you were invited 
to join the first colony on 
the moon. List 10 things 
you will bring with you and 
explain why each one is 
important.  
 
 
No Technology 

Constellation 
  
What is a constellation? 
Research constellations, 
and choose one. Write a 
summary (two 
paragraphs, 5-7 
sentences each) about its 
history, how it got its 
name, and where the 
constellation is in the sky. 
Be sure to include which 
stars make up the 
constellation.  
 
High Technology 

 


